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1

Executive summary

Dissemination and Communication are two main pillars of the TripleA-reno approach in terms of targeting
different audience groups and presenting the project progress and results to them. The Communication and
Dissemination strategy differs for every category of identified stakeholders. The main two target groups in
the project are the end-users/ customers of deep renovations and industry stakeholders. Nevertheless, the
TripleA-reno core message and project identity remain transversal to all communication and dissemination
activities.
This is the third and final version of the Dissemination and Communication Plan, which was initially submitted
in M6 and revised in month 22. It outlines the overall strategy for the successful dissemination and
communication of the project results and reports on all undertaken activities. As communication and
dissemination is a continuous process and not a one-time effort at the end of the project, activities took place
at all stages of the project and will continue beyond. As a result, this document was updated throughout the
project lifespan with reports of the partners on their dissemination activities, new dissemination materials
and amendments to the strategy, whenever necessary.
This Dissemination and Communication plan and report is aimed at the consortium partners to ensure their
continuous involvement in all aspects of Dissemination and Communication beyond the project life span, and
the European Commission in order to communicate the consortium’s strategy and report on undertaken
dissemination efforts.
The Communication and Dissemination plan comprises:
1.

Dissemination and Communication strategy, including communication levels (EU/National/Regional)
and responsibilities/ roles attributed to each partner;

2.

The dissemination content;

3.

List of target stakeholders addressed;

4.

Dissemination channels: specifying the various tools that were used to reach each of the target
audiences;

5.

Report on undertaken dissemination activities of all consortium partners;

6.

Appendices:
a. Cooperate Identity;
b. Project website;
c. Dissemination material;
d. Social media impact report;
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2

Communication and Dissemination Strategy

Communication and dissemination is a core activity in TripleA-reno, as it is crucial for the further market
exploitation, replication and valorisation of achieved results. The latter is addressed in WP 6 ‘Exploitation
and EU wide replication’ paving the way for further commercial and business activities after the project
duration.
The project’s dissemination and communication activities are carried out in view of consolidating the project
visibility among public and professional audiences at EU level and beyond. It is important to note that the
Communication and Dissemination strategy foresaw the design and implementation of different
communication strategies, means and materials to address dissemination (centred in scientific-technical,
public agents and professional stakeholders), and communication (to a wider audience that includes a very
important number of building owners, whose acceptance of TripleA-reno as end-users is critical).
Dissemination activities focus on the transfer of knowledge and information towards key stakeholders,
opinion leaders and multipliers (Scientific community, Technological Platforms, Networks and Initiatives).
The acceptance and feedback of these audiences are essential for the future market uptake of the TripleAreno results. Whereas communication activities are complementary to dissemination and are intended as
public communication, i.e. outreach activities targeting the general public (varying from citizens, to end-users
and stakeholders at large) as well as “outsider” targets beyond peer-to-peer communication and information
transfer. Thus, communication activities add public value to the achievements of the project by aiming at
larger audiences. They focus on key headlines outlining the project’s results with the objective to promote
the project and enhance its visibility. These activities impact on larger audiences in terms of awareness raising
on issues such as nZEB, building performance and IEQ after renovation.
In general, TripleA-reno addresses the total value chain in a building and renovation process. The most
important targeted impact areas are the end-users and consumers. TripleA-reno offers support to end-users
on decision-making for deep renovations and shows how end-users can benefit of overall quality of new
construction and renovation works. Furthermore, end-users can be informed on overall performances
(energy, IEQ and health) after renovation. This target group is mainly addressed by consortium partner UIPI
– the international union of property owners and Housing Europe – the EU umbrella organisation
representing social housing providers.
Clustering with other European projects and cross-fertilization with other national and European initiatives
will also be fostered by the project’s communication strategy. Clustering activities especially with other EU
projects funded under the same call such as HAPPEN, ALDREN and iBROAD, were considered vital to
strengthen impacts, increase the outreach potential of the project concepts and raise awareness among
different stakeholders and eventually the public at large. Synergies were found in joint exploitation of
communication tools and services including among others: mutual web link exchange, organisation of
common events (e.g. Energy Day 2019, Sustainable Places Conference series), common outreach activities to
local stakeholder groups, use of social media through exchange of best practices and articles in each other’s
newsletters.
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3

Role of the consortium partners

ALL partners had a very active involvement in the project’s communication and dissemination, using its tools
and joining its activities, and through exploiting their own dissemination networks and collaborations. Their
responsibilities were the following:
●

ACE coordinated all dissemination and communication activities (WP7 leader), and leading T6.3 ‘The
Road Show’. The Architects’ Council of Europe was mainly addressing the European architects
through its member organisations.

●

HIA was the project coordinator. HIA’s main role was to assure that all dissemination activities are
fully aligned with the exploitation strategy (WP6 leader) and that the actions stimulate future
markets and do not disclose confidential information.

●

UniBo, IVE and IRI-UL had higher involvement in scientific dissemination and spreading the word
through their trainings.

●

ISSO co-developed the energy transition board game and promoted it widely. They had a high impact
through their training capacity.

●

BraMO and Geckotech had a higher involvement regarding the TripleA-reno platform.

●

COM has developed the labelling scheme and was very much engaged in promoting this result,
selected as key exploitable result (KER) in WP6 workshops.

●

ACE, HE, ICLEI, REHVA, UIPI, FEDERc: participated in dissemination and communication towards their
members all over Europe; and run the so-called ‘TripleA-reno Roadshow’ (WP6), re-named ‘Home
Show’ due to the pandemic (D6.3).

●

Bouwhulp, COM, EVha, FEDERc, UniBo and IRI-UL supported communication and dissemination
activities, especially with output from the demonstration cases through their involvement in WP5.
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4

Dissemination Content

The objective of the TripleA-reno project was to focus on the following market barriers for deep renovation:
1. The renovation market is top-down and supply-driven, with a mismatch between the offered
products and packages and the end-user requirements.
2. There is no view on the total performances in practice (energy, indoor environmental quality, health
and well-being), as well as a solid quality control of the renovation process.
3. After the renovation process there is lack of data on the real building performance in practice, on
energy, IEQ and health.
Many European projects have already addressed these barriers. The approach of TripleA-reno was to make
acceptation and decision making on deep and nZEB renovation attractive for consumers and end-users. This
was done by clear, unambiguous, and meaningful information and communication on real, proven
performances on energy, indoor environmental quality (IEQ) and personal health in practice, strengthened
by consumer centred business models.
This was accomplished through:
1. Fostering new consumer and end-user-centred business models, using evidence-based
performances that facilitate decision-making.
2. Improving performances of deep renovation by enhanced quality control, supported by the BUS App
3. Providing consumers and end-users of deep renovation projects with attractive, understandable and
personalised information of built real performance, supported by the labelling scheme.
4. Demonstrating the benefits and evidence-based solutions in live demonstration cases.
5. Rolling-out the results on a wider European scale by the in TripleA-Reno involved European interest
groups and umbrella associations in the so-called ‘Roadshow’, now ‘Home show’.
The above ‘key actions’ of the project were used to develop content for dissemination materials in order to
promote TripleA-reno and raise awareness of the progress and the results, such as project brochures, posters
or videos.
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5

Target Audiences and Key Stakeholders

According to the Dissemination and Communication Strategy argued in section 1, the groups of stakeholders
described in Table 1 were identified.

Table 1.

Target audiences reached through the involved EU umbrella organisations

Target Groups and
Potential Users

Targeted Impact

Communication Means

Level

End-users:
condominium
owners

Guide and enable
renovation decision
with the promotion
of the platform tool

Direct communication with UIPI European (UIPI), National by
as consortium partner at EU level 28
UIPI
member
(UIPI), national (by involving some organisations
of UIPI members)

End-users: Housing Awareness of user- Direct communication with HE, as European (HE), National by
companies/associati oriented
decision consortium partner. Awareness 44 HE member organisations
ons
making. Awareness campaign by HE member
of energy, IEQ and FEDERCASA, to be used as
health/well-being by blueprints to other housing
their tenants by user- companies.
oriented information
on
overall
performances after
renovation
End-users:
Municipalities

Facilitating
Direct communication with ICLEI, European (ICLEI), National by
municipalities
to as consortium partner
100 ICLEI municipalities
motivate citizens to
deep renovation by
using the TripleAreno platform

Consumers/EndAwareness of user- Direct communication with UIPI European (UIPI), National by
users:
Individual oriented
decision as consortium partner at EU level UIPI member organisations
house owners
making. Awareness (UIPI), national (by involving some
of energy, IEQ and of UIPI members)
health/well-being by
occupants by useroriented information
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on
overall
performances after
renovation
Consumers/Endusers: tenants

Architects
national
architecture
chambers

Awareness of energy,
IEQ and health/wellbeing
by
useroriented information
on
overall
performances after
renovation

Direct communication with HE, as European (HE), National by
consortium partner. Awareness HE member organisations
campaign by HE member
FEDERCASA

and Awareness of quality Direct communication with ACE,
control aspects in as consortium partner and its
design
process. member organisation
Understanding
of
roles of other trades
in realizing quality in
relation
to
architectural design.
BIM is an important
tool for architects to
combine it with
quality control.

European (ACE), National by
ACE members, i.e. 43
regulatory and associations
in 30 countries

Engineer branches Awareness of quality Direct
communication
with European (REHVA), National
(HVAC and building control aspects in REHVA as consortium partner and by 27 national member
services)
engineering, design its member organisations
organisations
and
realization
process.
Understanding
of
roles of other trades
in realizing quality for
building services.
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Table 2.

Other potential stakeholders, multipliers, and opinion leaders, identified for
dissemination activities

Type
Institution

Relevant bodies

Constructio European
& ECTP, FIEC, ENCORD, Euroconstruct, ENBRI, SBCI, CIB, EBC and their
n
national
network per country and other national associations
construction
Associations
Architect
& Architects’ Council of Europe (ACE)*, ARCHI-EUROPE, European Network
Engineering
of heads of schools of architecture (ENHSA), European federation of
Associations
National Engineering Associations (FEANI), EAAE, UIA
Other EU / SB Alliance, EuroACE, ICLEI*, RICS, REHVA*, EURIMA, WGBC, Active
global building House Alliance, Global ABC, ECCREDI
organisation
Buildings
and
districts

Large
Construction
promoters

ACCIONA, ACS, VINCI, HOTCHTIEF, BOUYGUES, SAIPEM, SKANSKA

owners
and
managers

Authorities on Ministries of Culture, Ministries of dwelling, municipalities and regional
Public
governments, and large public owners of buildings, Covenant of Mayors
ownership /
Public Owners
Housing
EU & National associations, e.g. UIPI*, and their members on national
association of level
private owners
Municipalities,
assoc.
and
networks with
energy, urban
and
env.
Issues/Cities
Platforms

At European and International level, e.g., Council of European
Municipalities and Regions (CEMR), C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group,
ICLEI*. At national level to be identified by demonstration case studies/
regions at a later stage.
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Energy

Public
and
private
promoters and
associations
on
social
housing

At European level: Housing Europe* and national members. At National
level for instance: Federabitazione (IT), AVS (ES), USH (FR), LOSZ (HU),
OEK (GR), FENACHE (PT), NHF (UK), NBBL (NO), (FR), Estonian Union of
Co-operative Housing Associations, USH (National Federation for Social
Housing).

Buildings and
Property
Managers and
Associations

At European level: EuroFM. At National level: Local associations. Local
and national property manager professional associations, e.g. Estonian
Association of Estonian Facilities Administrators and Maintainers (TREA
closely collaborates)

Energy
Agencies

At international level: International Energy Agency
At European Level: FEDARENE
At National level: Deutsche Energie-Agentur (DE), Instituto para la
Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (ES), Agenzia Nazionale per le
Nuove tecnologie, l'Energia e lo Sviluppo Economico Sostenibile (IT),
Energy Saving Trust (UK) At regional level: Aegean Energy Agency (GR),
emma e.V.(DE), Észak-Alföldi Regionális Energia Ügynökség (HU),
RomaEnergia(IT), Agence Locale de l'Énergie (FR),etc.

Energy
Efficiency
systems
providers
Other

EREC, EGEC; EPIA; EREF; ESTIF; EUBIA; EUREC Agency, etc.

Tech.
Technological Platforms networks and Initiatives such as ECTP and
Platforms
national CTPs
networks and
other
Initiatives
National
/
regional Smart
specialization
authorities

All national/regional Smart specialization authorities in countries where
the consortium partners will seek market uptake, including all partners’
permanent contacts with their relevant national/regional Smart
specialization authorities

* Project partner
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6

Dissemination Channels

Various dissemination activities ensure a good visibility of the project towards the identified target groups
and general public. These are based on a Dissemination and Communication strategy tailored to the various
needs and expectations of the target groups. Ways of contacting actors differ in three main respects:
●

Type of link established with each actor (from being informed to being involved);

●

The number of actors being reached;

●

The effectiveness in getting the outcomes of the project understood.

Table 3.
Communication
channel

Dissemination channels overview

Activity and content

Public and project General information of
websites
the
project,
downloads,
forum
(public
website);
collaboration
workplace for the
consortium.
Connected to websites
of partners.
Social Media

Targeted audience

Coverage and update

Wider public/ interested
parties; for project website:
restricted access area of the
website for the consortium.

Online from M3 until 2 years
after project’s completion;
Quarterly update of the
public website; daily use of
the project website by the
consortium.

LinkedIn,
Twitter, Professional
networks; Online from month 3
Instagram connected NGOs;
platforms
for onwards, up-dated regularly.
to the project website. knowledge
exchange;
professional associations;
academic groups, general
public,
building
and
condominium owners.

Printed and digital Newsletters/
public
relation/ brochures/
poster/
promotion
roll-up/ press releases,
both printed and
digital,
including

Distribute to international
and national stakeholders,
potential clients and the
generally interested public.

e-newsletters
every
6
months (different versions
targeted to industry actors
and to consumers), 2 project
brochures (second one
digital as infographic), 1
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embedded format of
pictures, videos.

project roll-up. 2 project
videos; other videos of the
Home Show (T6.3). Input and
distribution by all partners.

Publications,
Conference papers and National,
EU
and
presentations and presentations (B2B and international academic and
workshops
B2E); guest lectures professional communities.
(B2B,
B2E);
demonstrations (B2B,
B2C).

Annual
publications,
conference
presentations
and workshops. It is
expected to be present at
the EU Energy week,
Sustainable Places and other
EU initiatives. All the
information will be gathered
and focused towards the
already existing channels
and platforms at European
level, as BUILDUP, and at a
national level

In order to have the largest impact possible, the project first developed a visual design and corporate ‘brand’
identity including a project logo that gives the project an image, recognition and impact, to be used in
templates for tools, presentations, newsletters, and a website eye-catcher. Full consideration to graphical
guidelines of the EC and the H2020 programme were given. The visual identity elements communicate the
specific TripleA-reno vision on quality improvement of the built result and easy to use information on building
performance for consumers as core message. The definition of the core message of TripleA-reno is oriented
towards the building occupants and general public and emphasises the benefits of certification of the
achieved quality and performance by an understandable labelling scheme as evidence for end-users on
overall quality monitoring of the realised performances of the renovation on energy, IEQ and health. The
visual identity package is included in the Appendix 1.
The following Table 4 elaborates on each dissemination channel in detail, comparing the set key performance
indicators (KPIs) versus the achieved ones.
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Table 4.

Dissemination activities, target groups, KPIs set vs achieved

Type
of Type
of Channels
dissemination
audience

Number

Contents

Proactive

Key
Performanc
e Indicator

KPI
achieved

General

Through newsletters
every six months, oneto-one communication,
emailing and invitation
to events to relevant
stakeholders and the
European Commission.

8
Newslett
ers
(6
regular +
2 special
editions)

Project
500 people
progress,
events and
relevant
news

Partially, 49
people
subscribed

Social media

General

TripleA-reno LinkedIn
group and company
profile,
Facebook,
Twitter,
YouTube,
Instagram plus social
media run by partners.

5 Social
Media
channels
plus
partner
channels

Project
progress,
events,
relevant
news,
interaction
with public

Partially,
963
followers in
total (many
more
if
counting
the
followers of
partners’
social media
channels)

Video

General

TripleA-reno YouTube 1 Video
channel
and
TV
broadcast.

TripleA1.600 views
reno
overview
based
on
the
demonstrati
ons of the
solution

Overachieve
d with 29
videos,
2.940 views
and
47
subscribers

Dedicated
website

General

TripleA-reno website:
interactive
environment that will
give access to all the
aspects related to the
project activities and

TripleAreno
objectives
overview,
partnership

Achieved
(on average
275 unique
visits
per
month)

Communicatio
n

1 website
(5 years
minimum
)

1.600
people

4.000 visits
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will
permit
to
collaborate
and
actively participate in
the
platform
development.
The
private part will be a
collaborative working
space for developing
the project.

and public
deliverables

Roll-up poster General
and brochure

Specific project Rollup/
poster
and
brochure
will
be
prepared for external
communication,
the
brochure translated to
the 8 languages.

1 Roll-up General
Poster, 1 information
Brochure
(18
translatio
ns),
1
infograph
ic

Publications

Scientific
communit
y

TripleA-reno partners 10
will publish the results Publicati
in
the
scientific ons
literature, dedicated
journals and magazines
in
the
field
of
construction, energy
and ICTs. Moreover,
results are intended
also to be published
through EC channels.

Publishable 500 readers
project
results,
specially
devoted to
WP2, WP3,
WP4, and
WP5

Yes,
7
scientific
publications
(please see
SEDIA) and
various
articles on
the BuildUp
portal and
CORDIS

Deep
renovation
demonstration
s

Citizens,
end users

Demonstrations cases 6 plates
will be disseminated to
the citizens and endusers through plates
placed
on
site,
explaining the TripleAreno activities were EU
funded.

TripleAreno
platform
applied to
the
buildings

Yes,
five
plates were
sent to and
installed at
the demo
buildings
(Greek
demo plate
was
not
installed)

Latest news
and feature

(WP5)

2.000
people

1.400
people (200
people/dem
o)

Yes, 3.077
people
reached
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TripleA-reno
Roadshow
(Home Show)

Targeted
clients,
end-users
and
stakeholde
rs:
members
of the 5 EU
umbrella
organisatio
ns involved

Awareness
raising 17
events
throughout
Europe to implement,
exploit and promote
the TripleA-reno results
for end-users on a wide
European scale.

TripleAreno
objectives
overview/
progress
and results;
TripleAreno as an
ecosystem;
TripleAreno open
gamified
platform

25-50
Yes,
KPI
people per overachieve
event
d (Due to
COVID the
425-850
Road Show
people
in
became a
total
Home Show
with videos
on various
project
outcomes,
which were
viewed
2.184 times)

Partners’
dissemination
networks and
channels

Targeted
clients,
end-users
and
stakeholde
rs

e.g. ACE Newsletter: distributed by email to
ca.
10.000
direct
contacts
every
2
months and to the 44
Member
of
ACE,
representing
over
600.000
practicing
architects from 30
countries. ACE Website
and other web-based
channels ACE Events:
yearly Working Group
meetings and biannual
General
Assembly,
attended by around
100 delegates of the
ACE
member
organisations.

Project
4.000
progress,
people
events and
relevant
materials

Over
achieved.
TripleAreno
was
included in
briefing
notes to the
General
Assembly,
the annual
reports and
also in both
the ACE info
and MOIS
on a regular
basis. UIPI,
ICLEI and HE
also spread
continuousl
y
news
about the
project.

Participation
in
conferences,

Scientific
communit
y,

TripleA-reno will be 3
represented in several internati
international relevant onal

Publishable
project
results

Yes,
overachieve
d
6.107

1.000
people
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congresses
students,
and
events end-users
(T7.7)

conferences to discuss
specific
research
results and receive
input and comments
from
outside
the
project, as well as to
trigger new projects.

Commercial
fairs

Targeted
clients,
end-users

The
TripleA-reno 4
solution
and
its Commerc
components will be ial Fairs
represented in relevant
commercial
fairs
towards the final stage
of the project to make
commercial contacts.

Exploitable
commercial
results
(mostly
WP8)

750 visitors

Partially,
121 people
were
reached
through
specific
industry
aimed
events

Clustering
Activities

EU
projects
and
networks

With other HORIZON 6
2020 European on- initiatives
going related projects
(HAPPEN,
ALDREN,
iBROAD), European and
National Technology
Platforms and other
networks
and
initiatives

Information 400 people
on
the
project and
its progress
and
achievemen
ts

Yes,
502
people
reached

Results
will
be
communicated to the
public at large scale via
mass
media
communication: social
networks, newspapers,
magazines, TV. Press
release announcing the
start of the project.

General
2.000
information. people
Relevant
news

Yes, citizens
were
addressed
through the
YouTube
channel/
the Home
Show videos
and
the
information
plates
attached to
the outside
of the demo

Large
scale Citizens
communicatio
n

conferen
ces and 7
national
workshop
s

6 large
scale
communi
cations

people
reached
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buildings;
social media
from above
can
be
added here
as well (963
followers);

6.1 ‘The TripleA-reno Road Show, now Home Show’
Deliverable D6.3 reports on this activity in detail. This text is just a summary, as the activity was one of the
main dissemination and communication channels of the project.
The five EU umbrella organisations (ACE, HE, REHVA, UIPI, ICLEI) involved as consortium partners plus FEDERc
as national member of HE, worked together on the so-called ‘TripleA-reno Roadshow’. The idea was to
implement, exploit and promote the TripleA-reno results to end-users on a European-wide scale at
awareness raising events throughout Europe. During these events the understandable labelling scheme of
realised building performance after the renovation, as evidence for end-users on overall quality monitoring
on energy, IEQ and health should have been explained in an attractive, understandable way, as well as the
board game and results of the demonstration buildings etc.

Figure 1 Initial concept of the TripleA-reno Road Show events

The EU umbrella organisations ACE, HE, REHVA, UIPI aimed to organise at least 4 events each in differing EU
MS, i.e. 16 events, with an aimed attendance of 25-50 people per event. ICLEI planned one pan-European
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event. This would have resulted in 425-850 people reached. The audience groups differ by organisation and
represent their members.
As the COVID19 pandemic made it impossible to organise real events, the Road Show started, but then
switched to a Home Show in 2020. While the consortium first feared this might have a negative effect, it
turned out to enlarge the impact of the project by a factor two at least. The team engaged together to
produce and publish videos explaining project outcomes, showcasing the demonstration buildings,
interviewing each other, speaking at conferences and events, organising workshops playing the board game
virtually and even a podcast episode. Over 2.000 people were reached by placing the videos on the project’s
YouTube channel and promote them through social media and the newsletter. Figure 2 below provides an
overview of the specific events, in addition to the general videos. Please see Deliverable D6.3 for further
details.

Figure 2 TripleA-reno Road Show Calendar

7

Report on undertaken Dissemination Activities

This section presents a summary of TripleA-reno partners’ dissemination and communication activities, and
analysis of the results achieved until the end of the project. As activities are still being carried out beyond the
project time frame they cannot all be reported here.
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Regular reporting on undertaken dissemination activities of each consortium partner took place every six
months. This was done using a google form, which can be found using this link. The reported activities can
be viewed using this link. This will provide you with the possibility to view the details of all dissemination and
communication activities, as below in the example.

Figure 3 Excerpt of dissemination activities reporting

Additionally, figures were created of all activities performed by partner, which you can view using this link
and also below.
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Figure 4 Dissemination activities per partner

Figure 5 Dissemination activities per type
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Figure 6 Dissemination activities reached audiences

Thereafter all activities have been reported in the SEDIA portal dissemination continuous reporting. A
screenshot of the final numbers is included below.
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The screen shots from the continuous reporting on SEDIA provide a good overview of what dissemination
efforts the consortium has performed. With 393 dissemination activities in total the consortium managed to
reach a vast number of audiences. Every consortium partner has contributed to this, as it was a continuous
team effort. Please note that for sure in COVID times not every social media post etc. was reported, and also
more partners reported general public, as it was difficlut to define the audience of digital activities.

Figure 7 Scientific Publications

The consortium managed to publish seven scientific publications, in addition to publicly available deliverables
and articles on BuildUp, CORDIS etc.

7.1 Dedicated website

Table 5.

Dedicated website information

Type
of Type of Channels
dissemination
audience

Number

Dedicated
website

1
4.000 visits
website
(5 years
minimu
m)

General

TripleA-reno
website:
interactive environment that
will give access to all the
aspects related to the project
activities and will permit to
collaborate
and
actively
participate in the platform
development. The private part
will be a collaborative working
space for developing the
project.

Indicators

Contents
TripleA-reno
objectives
overview,
partnership
and public
deliverables
Latest news
and feature
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A dedicated website https://triplea-reno.eu/ was delivered in month 3. The site shows the project objectives,
presents the team, tracks the results in a timeline and disseminates the project news. Screenshots can be
found in the appendix. Unfortunately, the function visitor statistics was just added in M18. since then, on
average 275 visits per month were monitored. Here as an example September 2021 statistics:

Top pages visited are Homepage (286), About (58), Gamification platform (44), Team (38), Results (37),
Project timeline (18), News (17), Demonstration cases (16), ACE (14), Let’s play the TripleA-reno boardgame
with the Architects’ Council of Europe (11).
Most visitors are first time visitors and use a computer.

While most visitors come from Belgium, there are also some from outside the EU. The most important
referral link is from the EUSEW website.
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7.2 Promotional Material

Table 6.

Roll-up poster and brochure information

Type
of Type of Channels
dissemination
audience

Number

Roll-up poster General
and brochure

1
Roll-up 2.000
poster,
2 people
Brochures
(translated
into
9
languages)

Specific project Roll-up poster
and brochure will be prepared
for external communication,
the brochure translated to the
8 languages.

Indicators

Contents
General
informati
on
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The WP leader has designed a roll-up poster (to be found in the appendix) and printed three copies, which
are used by the partners to promote the project in meetings and conferences.
The project has also designed and printed a flyer/leaflet in English explaining the project (appendix). The
flyers have been distributed in events and congresses in which the project participates. The flyer was also
translated into Italian, Greek, Spanish, French, Portuguese, German, Slovenian, Hungarian and Dutch by the
consortium partners and are available to download on the TripleA-reno website.
The Flyers were distributed in 53 events reaching around 3.077 people. As a result, almost the amount of
people proposed as KPI to be reached via leaflets were already achieved by half of the project duration. How
many more the consortium could have reached just by using these two channels without the pandemic.
The planned second leaflet was due to COVID designed as an infographic, as for better use in digital events:
https://triplea-reno.eu/about/
In addition the project produced information plates for each demonstration building. These are aimed at the
inhabitants/ end cosumers to say thank you for their participation, raise awareness within the general public
and promote the project and EU funding. Below the example of the Spanish building. Another example can
be found in the appendix.
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7.3 TripleA-reno Newsletters

Table 7.

Newsletter information

Type
of Type of Channels
dissemination
audienc
e

Number

Proactive

8
500
Newsletter people
s (6 regular
+ 2 special
editions on
the Home
Show)

General

Communication

Through newsletters every six
months,
one-to-one
communication, emailing and
invitation to events to relevant
stakeholders
and
the
European Commission.

Indicators

Contents

Project
progress,
events and
relevant
news

TripleA-reno has published 6 newsletters, one every 6 months as planned, and two special summer editions
on the Home Show.

TripleA-reno 1st Newsletter November 2018 in
numbers
Recipients

55

Unsubscribed

0

Opened

28

Clicked

4

Successful Deliveries

45

Opens by location

38,5% Belgium
35,3% Netherlands
12,8% Slovenia
7,1% USA
3,2% Italy
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2,6% Spain
0,6% France
Top link clicked

TripleA-reno
Introduction
Video on YouTube

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 5 TripleA-reno First
Newsletter. Click here for full content.

TripleA-reno 2nd Newsletter June 2019 in numbers
Recipients

53

Unsubscribed

0

Opened

24

Clicked

3

Successful Deliveries

46

Opens by location

43,4% Belgium
23,6% Netherlands
14,2% USA
9,4% Italy
4,7% Slovenia
3,8% Luxembourg
0,9% Hungary

Top 3 links clicked

TripleA-reno Introduction Video
on YouTube
TripleA-reno at EUSEW2019
Demonstration Case in Bologna
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TripleA-reno 3rd Newsletter December 2019 in numbers
Recipients

54

Unsubscribed

0

Opened

25

Clicked

0

Successful Deliveries

45

Opens by location

49,5% Belgium
36,1% USA
8,2% Netherlands
4,1% Italy
1% France
1% Slovenia

Top link clicked

No Information yet

TripleA-reno 4th Newsletter May 2020 in numbers
Recipients

54

Unsubscribed

0

Opened

20

Clicked

8

Successful Deliveries

44

Opens by location

28,7% USA
24,7% Belgium
17,2% Italy
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9,2% The Netherlands
9,2% Slovenia
Top link clicked

Can anthropology help us
understand
deep
energy
renovation?
YouTube Channel
Could gamification provide a new
service to property owners?

TripleA-reno Special Edition 1 September 2020 in numbers
Recipients

52

Unsubscribed

0

Opened

19

Clicked

3

Successful Deliveries

44

Opens by location

35,4% Belgium
29,2% The Netherlands
27,1% USA
4,2% Hungary
2,1% Germany
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Top link clicked

TripleAreno Home Show #7, a
conversation with Zoltan Magyar
(Comfort Consulting)
TripleA-reno Home Show #4, a
conversation with Dr. Veronika
Schröpfer (ACE)

TripleA-reno 5th Newsletter October 2020 in numbers
Recipients

52

Unsubscribed

0

Opened

22

Clicked

5

Successful Deliveries

45

Opens by location

68,1% Slovenia
7,4% Belgium
7,4% Hungary
5,9% USA
3,7% Spain

Top link clicked

TripleA-reno toolbox session: a
lively exchange on what makes
deep renovation Attractive –
Acceptable – Affordable

Introducing the TripleA-reno
Combined Labelling Scheme: a
resource for public buildings
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TripleA-reno 6th Newsletter April 2021in numbers
Recipients

49

Unsubscribed

0

Opened

23

Clicked

4

Successful Deliveries

46

Opens by location

72,8% Belgium
13,2% USA
6,6% Hungary
5,9% Italy
0,7% The Netherlands

Top link clicked

TripleA-reno final video
TripleA-reno infographic

TripleA-reno Special Edition 2 September 2021 in numbers
Recipients

49

Unsubscribed

0

Opened

19

Clicked

4

Successful Deliveries

48

Opens by location

66,0% The Netherlands
12,4% USA
10,3% Belgium
8,2% Hungary
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3,1% Italy
Top link clicked

TripleA-reno Board Game webinar
– registration form
TripleA-reno YouTube channel
UIPI renovation tour – Hungary
date

TripleA-reno sent 6 newsletters and 2 special editions. The number of people reached by the newsletter was
in average of 45 (9% of the expected indicator). The involved EU umbrella organisations have shared the
newsletter link on the TripleA-reno website with their members to reach further impact. Moreover, one
newsletter was shared by ECTP in their newsletter and through them reached an audience of 800 industry
and academia stakeholders.

7.4 Social Media

Table 8.

Social Media Information

Type
of Type of Channels
dissemination
audience

Number

Social media

5
Social 1,600
Media
people
Channels
plus
the
channels of
the
16
consortium
partners

General

TripleA-reno LinkedIn group +
company profile, Facebook,
Twitter,
YouTube
and
Instagram; plus, social media
run by partners.

Indicators

Contents
Project
progress,
events,
relevant
news,
interaction
with public

In order to align the understanding of social media indicators, the definitions of all indicators used in this
report is listed below.
Facebook
Reach: the number of people, who saw any content from your page or about your page (unique views).
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Follower: the number of people, who receive TripleA-reno news in their news feed but do not like the page.
Fans: the number of people that like and follow the TripleA-reno Facebook page.

Twitter
Follower: the number of people, who opt in to receive the TripleA-reno tweets.
Impressions: the number of times a user receives a tweet in the timeline or searches for results.
Engagement: the number of times a user interacts with a tweet.
Engagement rate: the number of engagements divided by the number of impressions.

LinkedIn
Group members: the number of people, who accepted to be a member on TripleA-reno discussion group.
Company profile followers: the number of people, who receive TripleA-reno LinkedIn post on their timeline.
Impressions: the number of people, who saw TripleA-reno content (including revisits).

YouTube
Channel subscribers: the number of people, who accept to receive TripleA-reno videos updates on their
YouTube timeline.
Views: the number of times a video was watched.

Instagram
Follower: the number of people, who accept to receive updates of TripleA-reno Instagram account.
Reach: the number of people, who saw any content from your page or about your page (unique views).
Engagement: the number of people, who reacted to TripleA-reno publication.
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7.4.1

Facebook

The TripleA-reno Facebook page was setup in July 2018. Until now the Facebook page has 158 followers and
137 people who like the Facebook page.

Figure Total number of TripleA-reno Facebook followers

Figure Total number of likes on TripleA-reno Facebook page.

More than half of the Facebook page fans are women, and the majority are between 25 to 44 years old. Men
represent only 38% of the page fans and the majority are also between 25 to 44 years old. The page does no
reach anyone between 13 to 17 years old.
Italy, Belgium and Portugal are the top three countries the fans are from. The top three spoken languages
are Italian, English and Portuguese.
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Most of the fans are online between 8:30am to 12am and after 10pm PT time over weekdays and weekends.
Note: hours refer to the Pacific time zone = -9 hours, i.e. most are online between 9 am and midnight CET.
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The highest reach was achieved with the TripleA-reno final video post. It reached a total of 499 people. This
was followed by the TripleA-reno CM online and the Road Show in Brussels posts ‘Integrated Home
Renovation Services’.

Figure TripleA-reno post with the highest number of people
reached.

Figure TripleA-reno post with the second highest number of
people reached.

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC TripleA-reno post with the third
highest number of people reached.

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1 TripleA-reno post with the

rate of engagement.
The highest rate of engagement was reached by a posthighest
with references
of famous games and written with
several hashtags.

Overall, TripleA-reno Facebook page posted 229 times and has reached 6.439 people.
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7.4.2

Twitter

Figure TripleA-reno Twitter account - https://twitter.com/TripleAreno

The Twitter account was set up in July 2018. Up till now there was a growth in the number of followers, from
215 followers to 444 followers.
There are slightly more male followers than female, 52% to 48% respectively. The top 3 followers’ countries
are Belgium, Spain and Italy.

Figure TripleA-reno twitter followers by gender
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October 2020 had the highest number of impressions in a month, with approximately 13.300 impressions.
During this month several events took place such as the 9th European Conference on Sustainable Cities &
Towns, co-organised by project partner ICLEI. The posts about these events helped to increase the twitter
impressions.

Figure Twitter activity in June 2019. Highest number of
impressions.

Two tweets with highest number of impressions were posted in March and September 2021. The top
impression tweet was about the TripleA-reno project being finalist of the EUSEW 2021 Award. The second
top impression tweet was about the Energy Transition Board Game featured on project partner Housing
Europe newsletter.
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Figure Twitter activity in May 2019. Two top tweets with the highest number of
impressions in one post.

In the last 90 days, the highest rate of engagement was in September 2021, with 12% of engagement rate.

Figure The tweet with the highest number of engagements.

Overall, the TripleA-reno Twitter account posted 613 tweets and had 199.929 impressions since the
beginning.
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7.4.3

LinkedIn Group

The LinkedIn group was set up in the beginning of the project and to date has 29 members. Most of them are
project partners. The group had 20 posts since the start of the project and 23 likes. However, the partners
do not use the group for discussions or sharing and it is not very active. Therefore, the partners decided
during the M12 project meeting in Budapest to open a LinkedIn company page. This way it was easier for
partners to follow and share content through their personal LinkedIn pages.

7.4.4

LinkedIn Company Page

TripleA-reno has set up a company account on LinkedIn by mid 2019.
The LinkedIn page has so far only 201 followers from Italy, Belgium, Spain. The majority of followers work on
Arts and Design (24,39%), followed by Business development, Education and Research. Almost half of the
followers have a senior level job function, followed by 34% with entry job functions and 6% as directors. The
followers’ top industries are Architecture & Planning, Construction, Research, Higher Education, Real Estate.
The majority of the followers work in small companies (2-10 employees), followed by 26% working in medium
companies (11 – 50 employees).
Since October 2020, TripleA-reno LinkedIn page made 83 posts gathering 6.992 impressions.
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Figure
TripleA-reno total number of followers on
LinkedIn page.

Figure TripleA-reno followers’ seniority in their functions.

Figure TripleA-reno followers job function

Figure TripleA-reno follower industry.

7.4.5

Instagram account

TripleA-reno has set-up an Instagram account in December 2019. So far, the account has 119 followers and
48 posts. The posts have reached 1.479 people so far. The highest reach was the post about the TripleA-reno
Home Show with Huygen and UniBO. The total impressions are 1.979.
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Table 9 summarises all social media data. The overall people reached by social media communication is above
the expected KPIs set up in D7.2 first version.

Table 9.

Social Media collected KPIs

Numbers

Indicators

Facebook

158 followers

229 posts

6,439 reached

Twitter

444 followers

613 tweets

199,929 impressions

LinkedIn group

29 members

20 posts

23 impressions

LinkedIn page

201 followers

83 posts

6,992 impressions

YouTube Channel

47 subscribers

29 videos

2,940 views

Instagram

119 followers

48 posts

1,479 reached
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7.5 TripleA-reno Videos and YouTube Channel

Table 10.

Videos and YouTube channels information

Type
of Type of Channels
dissemination
audience
Video

General

Number

TripleA-reno YouTube channel 1 Video
and TV broadcast.

Indicators

Contents

1.600 views

TripleA-reno
overview
based on the
demonstrati
ons of the
solution

The TripleA-reno YouTube channel was set up in the beginning of the project. The channel has so far 47
subscribers. From its creation until now there were 2.940 views with an average duration per view of 1:51
minutes.
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Almost half of the traffic comes from external sources. The top external sources are Google search and
Facebook, followed by LinkedIn, Google Search, YouTube and Twitter.

The top played videos were the TripleA-reno project presentation video followed by the Home Show video
about the Energy Transition Board Game. The top playlist is the Home Show 20/21 – Conversations with our
partners'.
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4

TripleA-reno presentation video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXmMla
bhIic&t=18s

EUSEW 2018 - ACE 2018 Energy Day – TripleAreno video in which Dr. Simona d’Oca presents
the project.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0oh4Q7
vmV4

FEUSEW 2019 – ACE 2019 Energy day. TripleA-reno video
about a joint session with other sister projects (Happen,
iBroad, Aldren and Fit-to-Nzeb).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVnlZlFKBcE&list=P
So far, TripleA-reno has produced 29 videos published on YouTube. The first video was published in
LoXsigNRv1gYnUe_cpkicsS5vBo6mtvhL
September 2018 and has 451 views since then. In November 2018, the project presentation video was
published and had 97 views. In June 2019, the EUSEW 2019 ACE Energy day recorded session was published
with 130 views so far.
Please note: The YouTube Channel was used to replace the planned Road Show with the Home Show, due to
the COVID pandemic. Hence this section appears as well in D6.3, as it reports on the audience reach for the
Road Show events.
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7.6 Partners’ dissemination networks, channels, international umbrella
associations

Table 11.

Partners' dissemination network information

Type
of Type of Channels
dissemination
audience
Partners’
dissemination
networks and
channels

Targeted
clients,
end-users
and
stakehold
ers

Number

e.g.
ACE
Newsletter: distributed by email to 3.500
direct contacts every 2 months
and to the 44 Member of ACE,
representing over 600.000
practicing architects from 30
countries. ACE Website and
other web-based channels ACE
Events: yearly Working Group
meetings
and
biannual
General Assembly, attended
by around 100 delegates of the
ACE member organisations.

Indicators

Contents

4.000 people

Project
progress,
events and
relevant
materials

As part of the joint effort to promote TripleA-reno project, most of TripleA-reno partners have created a
short description about the project on their own websites.
In Task 7.6 Dissemination through international umbrella associations and existing dissemination channels,
especially the involved umbrella organizations, the Architects’ Council of Europe (ACE), the Federation of
European Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Associations (REVHA), the International Union of
Property Owners (UIPI), the Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI) and Housing in Europe have been
publishing news articles about the TripleA-reno development in their internal newsletters reaching
approximately 55.781 people and achieved an impact far beyond the planned target of 4.000 people.
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ACE Newsletter: ACE Info, a selection from 2018-2021
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Table 12.

ACE Newsletter information

ACE Newsletter in numbers
Sent

Opened

ACE INFO #2 2018

2.001

441

ACE INFO #3 2018

7.149

420

ACE INFO #4 2018

3.123

828

ACE INFO #5 2018

3.175

587

ACE INFO #6 2018

3.200

657

ACE INFO #2 2019

9.980

1.731

ACE INFO #3 2019

9.719

1.787

ACE INFO #1 2020

9.719

1.621

ACE INFO #3 2020

9.334

1.925

ACE INFO #5 2020

9.223

1.633

ACE INFO #1 2021

14.064

3.800

Total

80.687

15.430

ACE Newsletters were sent to 80.687 people from which 15.430 people opened and view it.
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REHVA newsletters, a selection of TripleA-reno articles
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Figure 46 selected examples of REHVA Newsletters 2018-2021

Table 13.

REHVA Newsletter information

Sent
REHVA Newsletter 2200
07/2018
REHVA Supporters 100
Bulletin. Oct/2018
REHVA Newsletter 2500
11/2018
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REHVA Newsletter 2700
01/2019
REHVA Newsletter 2850
Mar/2019
REHVA Newsletter 2850
May/2019
REHVA Newsletter 2900
Jul/2019
REHVA Newsletter 2900
Sep/2019
REHVA Newsletter 3000
Nov/2019
REHVA Newsletter 3200
Jul/2020
REHVA Supporters 149
Bulletin Apr/2021
Total

25.349

Table 14.

UIPI newsletter information

Newsletters in numbers
Newsletter
period

people who people who
received
open
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UIPI Internal 100
Direct Around 150
Newsletter - receivers and at least
June 2018
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI Internal
Newsletter November
2018

100
Direct Around 150
receivers and at least
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI Internal 100
Direct Around 150
Newsletter - receivers and at least
April 2019
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)
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UIPI Internal 100
Direct Around 150
Newsletter – receivers and at least
June 2019
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI Internal
Newsletter –
December
2019

100
Direct Around 150
receivers and at least
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI External 400
Newsletter
Subscribers
“Property
Insider”
–
Issue 4

Around 300 https://mailchi.mp/c3cfd76476f7/property-insider– 350 opens quarterly-news-from-brussels-issue-42018

UIPI External 400
Newsletter
Subscribers
“Property
Insider”
–
Issue 6

Around 300 - https://mailchi.mp/580053073389/property-insider350 opens
quarterly-news-from-brussels-issue-700737

Total

Around
1,100

300
direct/240
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intranet/800
subscribers
UIPI Internal 100
Direct Around 150
Newsletter - receivers and at least
January 2020
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI Internal 100
Direct Around 150
Newsletter - receivers and at least
February 2020 80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI Internal 100
Direct Around 150
Newsletter - receivers and at least
June 2020
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)
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UIPI Internal
Newsletter November
2020

100
Direct Around 150
receivers and at least
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI Internal
Newsletter –
December
2020

100
Direct Around 150
receivers and at least
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI Internal 100
Direct Around 150
Newsletter – receivers and at least
January 2021
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)
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UIPI Internal 100
Direct
Newsletter – receivers and
February 2021 80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

100 Direct
receivers and
80 indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

UIPI Internal 100
Direct
Newsletter – receivers and
March 2021
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

100 Direct
receivers and
80 indirect
receivers
(Intranet)
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UIPI Internal 100
Direct
Newsletter – receivers and
April 2021
80
indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

100 Direct
receivers and
80 indirect
receivers
(Intranet)

ICLEI newsletters, a selection of articles
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Table 15.

ICLEI Newsletter information

ICLEI Newsletter in numbers
Sent

Opened

ICLEI in Europe 1,408
News June 2018

70

ICLEI in Europe 1,716
News
February
2019 (lead article)

318

ICLEI in Europe 1,789
News May 2019

284

ICLEI in Europe 2,054
News November
2019

388

Total

990

6,967
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Housing Europe newsletters, a selection of articles

Table 16.

Housing in Europe Newsletter information

Housing in Europe Newsletter in numbers
Sent

Opened

House in Europe 801
News
June
11.03.2019

232

House in Europe 826
News
June
24.06.2019

233

February 2020

1.000

n.a.

June 2020

1.000

n.a.

December 2020

1.000

n.a.

January 2021

1.000

n.a.

February 2021

1.000

n.a.

Total

6.627

465
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7.7 Participation in conferences, congresses and events

Table 17.

Participation in Conferences

Type
of Type of Channels
dissemination
audience

Number

Participation in
conferences,
congresses and
events (T7.7)

3
1000 people
internati
onal
confere
nces and
7
national
worksho
ps

Scientific
communi
ty,
students,
end-users

TripleA-reno
will
be
represented in a number of
international
relevant
conferences to discuss specific
research results and receive
input and comments from
outside the project, as well as
to trigger new projects.

Indicators

Contents
Publishable
project
results

The project outcomes were further disseminated through presentations at international conferences and
workshops (T7.7).
International conferences
1. 100 people - KGH International HVAC Congress, Belgrade, SRB - http://kgh-kongres.rs/index.php/en/
(COM)
2. 45 people - International Cultural Week of Architecture - Conference at Alicante University, Alicante,
Spain (IVE)
3. AiCARR 51st International Conference "The human dimension of building energy performance",
Venice, Italy (REHVA)
4. 45 People - International Cultural Week of Architecture - Conference at Alicante University, Alicante,
ES (IVE)
5. 490 people - University-Business cooperation forum, Brussels, Belgium (IRI UL)
6. 364 people - International Conference on Energy Markets, Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRI UL)
7. 10 people - CLIMA Congress 2019. Bucharest, Romania. https://www.expo.clima2019.org/#clima2019-workshops
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8. 62 people, ACE Energy Day: Bringing solutions together: voluntary certification schemes and other
integrated approaches in support of deep renovation of buildings, Brussels, BE (ACE)
9. 50 people, EUSEW 2018- ACE Energy Day Workshop title: Smart and Smart-er: Architecture and
Building Performance, Brussels, BE (ACE)
10. 50 people, European Association of Social Anthropologists conference in Stockholm, Stockholm,
Sweden. (IRI UL)
11. 25 people, Expert workshop on “Aligning Advanced Manufacturing education & training with the
21st Century needs: non-tertiary vocational education”, Brussels, Belgium (IRI UL)
12. 12 people, Presentation at the ACE Executive Board meeting, Brussels, BE (ACE)

National workshops
1. 200 people - Retrofit EU 2018 conference "Retrofitting 250 million homes to 0-energy performance
housing in Europe", Eindhoven, NL - http://www.housingeurope.eu/resource-1202/how-to-get-250million-homes-adopt-retrofits + https://www.retrofit-europe-2018.nl/home (HE)
2. 170 people - Conference: Territory / City / Housing, Valencia, Spain - http://www.five.es/simposioterritorio-ciudad-vivienda/ (IVE)
3. 54 people - Conference organized by Valencia regional Government, Gandia, Spain (IVE)
4. 45 people - Conference organized by Valencia regional Government, La Vila Joiosa, Spain (IVE)
5. X people - Behave 2018 conference, Zurich, Switzerland (HIA)
6. 200 people - ICSH Biennial National Social Housing Conference - Social Housing 2019 Innovation,
Delivery & Sustainability, Wexford, Ireland (HE)
7. 130 people - Reclaiming our role as agents of urban space in the Digitized City. Tallinn, Estonia.
http://www.housingeurope.eu/resource-1127/reclaiming-our-role-as-agents-of-urban-space-inthe-digitized-city
8. 100 people - Briefing Note to the General Assembly of ACE, Leeuwarden, NL
9. 30 people - Meeting of the French member of UIPI, namely, Union Nationale des Propriétaires
Immobiliers. Toulouse, FR
10. 60 people - Presentation of TripleA-reno in the board meeting of UIPI French member (UNPI).
11. 125 people, Conference "Forget about users - Start thinking about PEOPLE". Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRI
UL)
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12. 430 People, Pro-GET-onE 2nd International Conference, "Increasing the quality and the value of
existing buildings: energy, seismic and architectural retrofit practices", Bologna, IT (UNIBO)
13. 200 people, Partnership for change, Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRI UL)
14. 20 people, Project networking event. GREB project, Modernization of the Curricula in sphere of smart
building engineering, is an Erasmus+ Capacity Building in the field of Higher Education project.,
Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRL UL)
15. 15 people, Smart Cities and Communities, Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRI UL)
16. 20 people, Good practices from the interdisciplinary H2020 and Erasmus+ energy efficiency European
projects, Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRI UL)
17. 22 people, Invited lectures at the Faculty of arts of University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRI UL)
18. 20 people, GrowSmarter project City Interest Group Replication Workshop, Cascais, PT (ICLEI EURO)
19. 20 people, Expert workshop on “Future Proofing Vocational Education for Manufacturing: Strategy,
Collaboration Patterns and Learning Environment”, Brussels, Belgium (IRI UL)
20. 20 people, Workshop at the National institute for health of the Republic of Slovenia, Ljubljana,
Slovenia (IRI UL)
In total, TripleA-reno participated in 12 International conferences and 20 national conferences reaching 6.107
people in total. TripleA-reno has over-achieved the target of 3 international and 7 national conferences
reaching 1.000 people.

7.8 Clustering Activities

Table 18.

Clustering Activities

Type
of Type of Channels
dissemination
audience
Clustering
Activities

EU
projects
and
networks

Number

With other HORIZON 2020 6
European on-going related initiative
projects (HAPPEN, ALDREN, s
iBROAD),
European
and

Indicators

Contents

400 people

Information
on
the
project and
its progress
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National Technology Platforms
and other networks and
initiatives

and
achievement
s

EU wide events, such as Sustainable Places or EUSEW offer great opportunities to cluster with other EU
projects. These workshops offer the possibility to have an interactive discussion and feedback on the project
results. On 7 June 2018 TripleA-reno was presented to an international audience as part of ACE energy day
event on the topic of “Smart and Smart-er: Architecture and Building Performance”. On 18 June 2019, sister
projects were invited to discuss voluntary building certification schemes and platforms for a holistic approach
to deep retrofitting on the Energy Day organised by ACE in Brussels.

1. 62 people - ACE Energy day 2019: Bringing solutions together: voluntary certification schemes and
other integrated approaches in support of deep renovation of buildings
2. 35 people, Third consortium meeting of H2020 project HEART, Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRI UL)
Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 3 Sister projects conference at 2019 ACE Energy
3. 100 people,
Workshop “Energy & profession guidance” Intervention of Energy Efficiency, Research,
Day
and Training in the frame of the MED Edu footprint project, Treviso, Italy (IRI UL)

4. 30 people, Second consortium meeting of the H2020 Compile project, Ljubljana, Slovenia (IRI UL)
5. 5 people, Bi-lateral meeting with BuildUp Team to discuss dissemination and communication
strategy, Brussels, BE (ACE)
6. 215 people, Knowledge Alliance Cluster Meeting, Brussels, Belgium (IRI UL)
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In total, TripleA-reno participated in at least six cluster activities reaching 447 people so far. And has already
achieved the planned target of six initiatives and 400 people reached. The report D7.5 by project coordinator
HIA provides more details on these activities.

8

Conclusion and Visual Summary

This report has presented the overall strategy for the successful dissemination of the TripleA-reno project,
its progress and results, as well as reported on all undertaken activities of the consortium. As communication
and dissemination is a continuous process and not a one-time effort at the end of the project, activities took
place at all stages of the project. As a result, this document was regularly updated throughout the project
lifespan with further reports of the partners on their dissemination activities. There will be more activities
after the submission of this report, which unfortunately cannot be included.
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9

Appendices

9.1 Appendix 1: Cooperate visual identity
According to task 7.1 the project visual identity was delivered by HIA at M3.
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9.2 Appendix 2: Project website
The project website: http://triplea-reno.eu was delivered by HIA at M3 (T7.3).
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9.3 Appendix 3: Printed dissemination material
The TripleA-reno brochure was translated by each consortium partner into their own language and is
available in Dutch, French, German, Italian, Slovenian, Spanish, Portuguese, Hungarian.
A roll-up poster has also been produced and was printed three times. It is highly used by project partners at
events and workshops.
During the last year of the project an infographic was produced instead of a second brochure.
Additionally plates were attached to the demonstration buildings informing about the EU funding received
and an infographic was developed instead of a 2nd version of the leaflet.
All dissemination material is available on the project website: https://triplea-reno.eu/results/
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Photos of the information plates attached to the demonstration buildings in order to reach the inhabitants –
end consumers and promote the project and EU fundeidng and also say thank you to them for taking part.
Here the example of Hungary.
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